Role:
Location:
Commitment:

Full stack engineer
Fully remote
Part time, flexible hours

What is Indiewalls?
Indiewalls is a NY based company founded in 2011, focused on building bespoke interior decor for the
commercial industry - interior designers, hotel brands, tech companies - helping project teams discover,
purchase, and commission artworks from independent artists. Since then, we’ve had the opportunity to
develop, curate, and produce murals, sculptures, 2D works, custom installations, and more for some of
the leading brands and properties in the world. Our diverse team includes curators, artists, project
managers, and production specialists united around the goal of creating purposeful artwork experiences
and supporting artists in the process. As we grow, we keep in mind the three foundations to which we owe
our success: dedication to our artist community, speed and efficiency, and top-notch customer service.
We have a long list of customers like Google, Hilton, Ritz, Marriott, and LinkedIn.
Learn more about us in https://discover.indiewalls.com/about-us

What is the position?
Since 2019 the engineering team is mainly located in Madrid. We are looking for someone highly
motivated and committed that can help us build the tech that powers Indiewalls faster. You would be
working on the different platforms of Indiewalls, from custom made back office tools, customer facing
platforms to integration with other services. You would be working fully remote, on your own hours at your
own pace, so it’s vital that you are committed, serious and trustworthy.
What are the requirements?
●
●
●
●

●

Last year student or more experience
Proficiency in english. While the engineering team is located in Madrid, the vast majority of the
company is spread along the US and being able to communicate in english is a must
Knowledge of the full stack. You’re not afraid of working anywhere on the code
We mainly use React.js, PHP, MySQL and our infrastructure is on AWS. Some parts of our
codebase are also in Python and Vue.js. Some knowledge of PHP and React.js is a must, while
experience on the other technologies we use is highly desirable.
You can work independently, are highly motivated and are able to manage your time properly.

What do we offer?
● Flexible hours. Fully compatible with your studies
● Fully remote position, with availability for sporadic in person meetings in Madrid
● Above industry average hourly pay

Want to know more?
● Send your resume along with anything you may think we can find interesting to
antonio.gallo@indiewalls.com and we’ll schedule a call with you

